
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 

 

A meeting with the financier who hopes to 
“Save Tamoil” 
 
 

According to the Lebanese-American Roger Tamraz, the Geneva-area company 
employing about 1,500 people is in danger. He proposes an emergency plan.  
 
By Philippe Rodrik, in 24 Hours and Tribune de Genève (Switzerland), Thursday, April 7, 2011 
 

Summary: 
 
1. The European Union has just added the company that indirectly controls 70% of the Tamoil 
Group to the “black list” 
 
2. Roger Tamraz has already signed an agreement for the purchase of the Monaco holding 
company owned by Oilinvest B.V. Group 
 
3. A lifesaver: the businessman guarantees to keep the Swiss, Italian and German refineries 
open 
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A businessman close to powerful people 

Roger Tamraz continues to be a businessman close to powerful people. He confirms 

having excellent relations with most of the top Arab leaders and even with the Iranian 

authorities, in addition. He maintains his links with the powerful over the very long term, 

whether they are in or out of power.  He respects and serves the financial interests of his 

partners, whether in investment matters or in oil trading. 

As a businessman, he never attempts to create angels out of those who are not. The 

authorities of the old Western democracies as well as top executives of the major 

international corporations and employers are grateful to him for the many doors that he 

opens, and for his sage advice. 

Roger Tamraz has perfected all these qualities throughout his life’s course. The son of a 

Lebanese Christian merchant family, he is born in 1940 in Cairo. These early elements 

equipped him with major asset:  he proved himself trilingual very young with perfect 

mastery of Arabic, English and French. He enjoyed the nuances of the three languages, 

which launched him into his highly successful academic career, studying at the American 

University of Cairo, Cambridge University, the Institut Européen d’Administration 

(INSEAD) of Fontainebleau, and then at the prestigious Harvard Business School. 

Twenty years after his studies, he implanted the first building block of the Tamoil Group 

in Italy, as described above.  Currently active in five countries in Europe and in around 

twenty African countries, it now controls about a fifth of the fuel market in Switzerland, 

10% in Italy and 5% in Germany.  Although he sold the full shareholding structure of 

Tamoil to Libya in 1988, Roger Tamraz seems not to have severed his links with the 

holding company in Monaco or with its Swiss, Italian or German subsidiaries which have 

probably remained among his clients. 

Until today, the oil trader still uses an email address with the name of Tamoil. 


